2013 – ACTIVITY REPORT
For the second year of operation, TOSCO confirmed its
2012 programs and expanded its range of activities:

• Tourist Information Brochure
• Desert Lion Conservation Project
• Desert Elephant Conservation Project
• Rhino Rangers Torra
• Kwando Carnivore Project
• Conservancies Support
• Lion Ranger Purros
• Public Awareness
• Responsible travel guidelines

TOURIST INFO BROCHURE
7 500 brochures sponsored (3 594N$)
To keep our pristine places pristine, information and awareness are the keys. This is why TOSCO Trust
has distributed 7500 information brochures to car rental companies where they are available to
tourists for free.
These brochures compile the most essential “best practices” for visitors (and locals), especially when
camping and traveling to remote places on their own: How to stay safe, protect the environment &
wildlife and be a welcome visitor even in sensitive areas – leaving them unspoilt and wild as we love
them.
These “best practices” are elemental guidelines for keeping our landscape unspoilt, our wildlife
relaxed and the visited people friendly and welcoming.

• Included in the “Brochures Namibia Self-drive Package”
• Distributed to car rental companies and on the field (campsites and in hand to tourists
and guides)
• The brochures can also be downloaded:
 English
 Dutch
 French
 German
 Italian

DESERT LION CONSERVATION
PROJECT
3 satellite collars, postcards and camera traps lithium batteries (93 345N$)
The satellite collars provides valuable information about the movements of
the prides and thus their behavior. The lions can also be monitored to avoid
conflict when they come close to human settlements
“This valuable contribution will therefore be another major
boost for the project in that it has enabled the purchase of a 3
new satellite collars as well as pre-paid air time for 2 years.
Key lion and lioness posing a potential threat to the livelihood
of the farmers will be identified and by attaching this collar,
this will hopefully avert the inevitable livestock losses and
subsequent elimination of the desert adapted lions as the
necessary precautionary steps can be put into place in time to
prevent these.” Dr Stander
Dr Stander receiving collar and camera traps

• The first satellite collar provided by TOSCO in 2012 to the
Desert Lion Conservation was fitted to Xpl-70 - a lioness of the
Okongwe Pride - on 17 Feb 2013.
• The daily movements of Xpl-70 can be viewed on the Desert
Lion website under the Hoanib Pride (along with the
movements of "Rosh" Xpl73). This will significantly anticipate
local conflict with communities and make a real positive
difference on the field.

• 1 satellite collar has been delivered by a TV crew in 2013 and
2 more collars are to be delivered early 2014 by TOSCO’s
sponsors

XPL-70 from the Okongwe

Thank you for helping to protect our lions
and on a daily basis you can follow the
movements of various lion prides and much
more by connecting to www.desertlion.info

Lithium batteries for camera traps

DESERT ELEPHANT
CONSERVATION
Fuel sponsored for field research (9 000N$)
Desert Elephant Conservation
promotes the long-term
conservation of Namibia’s desert
elephant population through
research, monitoring, and the
sharing of knowledge.
Dr Laura Brown

Dr Rob Roy Ramey

Field mission in November and December 2013:
 5 weeks mission dedicated to keep on surveying the Uniab, Hoanib and Hoarusib elephants population.
 This survey started in 2005 with the mission of doing a complete inventory with photographic ids, a
project started by Keith Leggett in the Uniab in 1999 and maintained by Rob Ramey.
 This year was very successful, we got a good identification of the following elephants:
- 41 elephants in the Uniab
- 6 in the Hoarusib (2 breeding females, 3 young, 1 bull)
- 21 in the Hoanib (15 females with young, 6 males)
 Full interview available here
“As initiated by TOSCO, we need to build a bridge between different stakeholders in the area, scientists,
tourism professionals and local communities to help each other. We want free flow information, an open
book with public access.” Dr R Ramey

RHINO RANGERS TORRA
Winter parkas sponsored to the Rhino Rangers (12 126N$)
SRT has trained & equipped 20 new rhino rangers in Torra Conservancy.
Rhino Rangers protect rhinos in the Kunene region from poaching. And to do this effectively,
they need adequate equipment. They do patrols in their respective 10 conservancies (that
covers nearly 95% of the Kunene region's rhinos outside of concessions - where they are
monitored by SRT and tourism).

“This is tourism & conservation creating jobs and protecting
our precious wildlife!”

The rhino rangers from Save the Rhino Trust Namibia (SRT) with their new parkas sponsored by TOSCO.
You can't properly protect our precious rhino if you are freezing!

KWANDO CARNIVORE
PROJECT
Contribution through the purchase of camera traps (10 000N$)

Mission:
To study population ecology of spotted hyenas and suggest
management strategies to resolve carnivore related human wildlife
conflict in the Zambezi region of Namibia.
Camera traps will allow the extensive large carnivore survey that is in
process in the Zambezi Region to monitor waterholes over the longterm. The project has already reduced trophy hunting quotas over
spotted hyenas population.

Lise Hanssen
Newsletter 2014 available on request

“This promises to be a busy year with monitoring all the large carnivores as well as dealing with the human
wildlife conflict near Nkasa Rupara National Park so the funding from Tosco could not have come at a better
time. We have many plans for infra red cameras too as they have added such value to the outcome of our
work. One of aims is to place cameras at all the permanent water points as this works really well for
identifying group and sex structure of both hyenas and wild dogs.”

Lise Hanssen, conservation field specialist from www.caprivicarnivores.org

CONSERVANCIES SUPPORT
Support to people sharing their land with wildlife:
generator and shade net (5 475N$)
• Sesfontein Conservancy has confirmed that
the provision of water at Hiri Hoas will provide
farmers with a viable alternative to open water
available in the Hoanib River west of Elephant
Song. The facility has an electric pump but no
generator. Thus a portable generator is
required.
• TOSCO therefore funded a generator at
Sesfontein conservancy for an alternative water
hole for the herders to be able to keep their
livestock away from lions when leading them to
drink. Sponsored in 2012, the generator has
been delivered on the field on 2013.

R. Vinjevold and Sesfontein Conservancy member

• TOSCO helped to maintain the Huab lionproof kraal (enclosure for livestock) sponsored
by TOSCO in 2012 with a shade net to provide
protection of livestock from predators like lions
at Slangpos.
• This upgrade help local communities to
benefit directly from tourism, reduce
Cattle/Lion conflict and increase tolerance from
the farmer.

“These interventions will greatly assist in reducing probability of
conflict by keeping livestock away from core lion habitat and
protecting them from large predators.” Russell Vinjevold, IRDNC

LION RANGER PUROS
1 lion officer annual salary + end of year bonus (19 826N$)
After the 2012 test phase the conclusion is that the lion officers have a very positive impact on
reducing livestock losses to large predators like lions, hyenas, cheetah and leopard.

• The lion officer program has been tested in the Puros and Torra
conservancies since end of 2012 as a pilot project in cooperation
with IRDNC, an organization that has been working closely with the
conservancies from the very beginning in the 1990ies.
• There have been three lion officers up to now, Bertus, Colin and Kootie,
whose salaries have been covered by TOSCO, Kunene Conservancy
Safaris and Schoeman Fly-in Safaris.
• The aim of the lion officers is to avoid conflicts of lions with humans.
And not only that. We also intend to create employment and thus add
sustainable value to living lions, in contrast to trophy hunting or shooting
problem lions.
And, as they live so close to the lions, the local people can feel
safer when the lion officers watch fearsome predators’
movements. Thus, the lions are less at risk of being killed.
• TOSCO (Tourism Supporting Conservation) is proud of supporting this
program, which we are able to do thanks to our sponsors. TOSCO has
also sponsored the collaring of one lioness so far, XPL-70/ Okongwe
Lioness. Collaring of lions is an essential part of the process and two
more lion(esse)s will be collared in 2014 with our funds.

Bertus Tjipombo

• With only one cow having been killed in the Purros area in 2013, the
test is a success.
• Full report by IRDNC available here

We are proud to have initiated this pioneer concept:
 TOSCO sponsors satellite collar for lions close to villages
 DLC (P. Stander) puts collar on and publishes on line location data's on a daily basis
 Lion officer checks locations and anticipate conflict when necessary

PUBLIC AWARENESS
Windhoek Desert Lion talk – TOSCO talk #1 – World lion day – ATWS
(10 844N$)

 TOSCO contributed to organizing and covering the costs for the Desert Lion Conservation
Talk in Windhoek on 26 June 2013. The talk was a great success: More than 650 people
attended the talk and more than 170.000 N$ were raised for Desert Lion Conservation. Another
talk has been held in Swakopmund – 2 356N$
 Promotion of World Lion Day with Wilderness Safaris, see our competition post.
 TOSCO Talk #1 19 February 2012: Informal meeting and conference adressed to the public
and the tourism industry by Russell Vinjevold from IRDNC about the hunting quotas and main
challenges faced by the Namibian communal conservancies.
Another talk will be adressed in January 2014 about responsible marine tourism practices.
 TOSCO stand at Adventure Travel World Summit 2013 in Swakopmund and large banner for
future exhibition– 2 479N$
 TOSCO brochures 2013/14 and Responsible travel car stickers - 6 009 N$
 TOSCO’s professional sponsors have agreed to implement TOSCO’s responsible tourism
guidelines into their operations

RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL GUIDELINES
We connect tourism to conservation and local
communities for the benefit of all.
Funded by tourism operations, TOSCO promotes
responsible travel, supports conservation and
people who live with wildlife on communal lands.

As a responsible travel sponsor we recognize our responsibility towards the places and people we visit.
We therefore endeavor to minimize negative impacts and maximize positive impacts, especially by working
on three levels:
 ECONOMICAL creating economic benefits to local communities
• Endeavour to develop a responsible tourism policy for your company and to select your suppliers
(accommodation, supplies, e. g. food and craft, excursions/ activities, etc.) based on their social and
environmental policies and practices.
• Try to use local products where possible.
• Give priority to accommodation and campsites where communities are involved
• Source as much as you can e. g. crafts and souvenirs, from local communities.
• Be ready to pay a reasonable and voluntary traverse fee for key areas, outside of classical tourist routes,
where the cost of living with wildlife is particularly high (ie Hoanib, Huab…). This is only applicable when,
and if, a proper system is put in place in the near future by the responsible authorities.
• Use local guides where possible
 SOCIAL caring for and respecting local cultures
• Care for the well-being and cultural identity of local people especially by respecting and recognizing their
conservation efforts.
• Do not hand out sweets and pens to children (rather than helping them you may produce the opposite
effect by creating dependence or expectations). Instead try to find ways to support e. g. the children’s
education by working with the community. Visit the local school and conservancy office and talk to the
person in charge.
• Recognize that local people must benefit from tourism as well. Always ask before taking photographs of
people
• We recommend to visit demonstration villages (like in Puros or Opuwo), as these are real Himbas showing
their culture as decision maker and controlling influence from tourism. This is simply a matter of respect for
their privacy and support local initiative beneficiating the whole community.
 ENVIRONMENTAL protecting biodiversity (wildlife, landscapes, flora)
• Contribute to mitigating Human/Wildlife conflict and supporting conservation & research projects through
TOSCO. This helps to assure that tourism resources like wildlife are looked after.
• Advise your guests not to buy products made from rare or endangered species and to prefer local quality
souvenirs (many souvenirs now come from Asia).

• Advise your guest not to remove any plants. Take only photos, leave only footprints!
• When meeting with wildlife, always keep a safe distance, do not harass the animals and give them enough
space to move. Avoid entering their comfort zone where they will be forced to react. Train your guides in
the right behavior towards wildlife.
• Keep wildlife wild: do not feed wild animals.
• Endeavour to minimize waste. Do not leave waste where it cannot be properly disposed of, e. g. in remote
areas like Puros. Take as much as possible with you back to towns, preferably where there are recycling
facilities. In remote areas the rubbish will be dumped or buried – thus endangering the sense of place.
• Especially endeavour to minimize the use of plastic water bottles. On a two week tour, one tourist might
use as many as 30 water bottles. For the 1 Mio tourists that visit Namibia per year, that makes 30 Mio
plastic bottles! Support the TOSCO program for avoiding plastic bottles.
• Use water wisely and try to conserve this valuable resource, ask your guests to use water sparingly and
explain to them why.
• Reduce the impact of your activities by avoiding those which have a significant harmful impact on the
environment, e. g. off-road driving.
• Avoid establishments with wild animals kept in captivity or ill-treated animals, if there is no recognized
conservation work being done that justifies commercial activity with caged wildlife.
• In countries where activities involving captive wild animals, like walking with lions or elephant back riding,
are offered (Zambia, Zimbabwe, South Africa), advise your guests not to embark on these activities.
• Marine wildlife can be disturbed just as much as terrestrial wildlife. Support those marine operators who
make an effort to keep marine wildlife safe with the MARIWISE certificate.
• Communicate and explain responsible behavior to your guests. This will enhance their experience and
safety. Let them know what you are doing to be a responsible tour operator and why..
• Never create new tracks when off road driving. Slow your speed to not create corrugation (that could
encourages others to leave the track)
• Do not sleep in riverbeds and close to a spring (keep a distance of app. 2km, as otherwise wildlife will be
prevented from using the spring) and always leave a camp cleaner than you found it.
• Take along your own firewood (resources are scarce and some poisonous). Use it sparingly.
• Protect wildlife and your food by securely storing your meals and rubbish, especially when camping
outdoors overnight.
• Always use already existing bush camps.
• Every action has a consequence, leave nothing behind except respect and good experiences. If you take
care of the country and its people, they’ll also take care of you.
Sponsors who adhere to these guidelines are welcome to market their membership to TOSCO as an effort
to promote and develop responsible tourism in Namibia.
Please make these guidelines available to your guests (on your website and while on tour).

OPERATOR

SIGNATURE

Soliciting Feedback
Please note that these guidelines are basic recommendations only and that they are in a development phase. These
guidelines are no substitute for assessing each situation individually and making responsible decisions. They are part of a
process to promote responsible tourism in Namibia. TOSCO Trust also highly appreciates your input. Please work with us to
constantly improve these guidelines.

FUNDS 2013/2014
BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD 2012/2013

N$

11 690

FUNDS IN 2013/2014
PROFESSIONAL SPONSORSHIP
Sponsorship fees (1 500N$/year)
Extra donation
NON PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
Wilderness Trust
Tendua
PUBLIC SUPPORTER DONATIONS PER BELOW:
NAMIBIA & OTHER SADC
OVERSEAS
TOTAL FUNDS RECEIVED DURING 2013/2014N$
FUNDS OUT 2013/2014
DESERT LION CONSERVATION 1 SATELLITE COLLAR + 2 YEARS SERVICE FEES
2 SATELLITE COLLARs + 2 YEARS SERVICE FEES
DESERT LION POSTCARDS
DESERT ELEPHANT RESEARCH FIELD VEHICLE FUEL & SERVICE/REPAIRS
SAVE THE RHINO TRUST
TORRA RHINO RANGERS WINTER PARKAS
KWANDO CARNIVORE
PROJECT
INFRA RED REMOTE CAMERA TRAPS
COMMUNAL
CONSERVANCIES
SHADE NETTING HUAB KRAAL
PURROS LION RANGER
12 MONTHS SALARY + BONUS
3 MINOX BINOCULARS FOR LION RANGERS
TOURIST INFO
TOURIST INFO BROCHURE
PUBLIC AWARENESS
2 DESERT LION TALKS
RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL CAR STICKERS
TOSCO BROCHURES 2013/2014
ADVENTURE TRAVEL WORLD SUMMIT
LARGE TOSCO BANNER FOR EXHIBITION
TOTAL PROJECT EXPENSES
FOR 2013/2014 PROJECTS
ADMINISTRATION COSTS

BANK SERVICE CHARGES
ACCOUNTING FEES FOR 2012/2013
TOTAL FUNDS PAID OUT DURING 2013/2014

SURPLUS BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD TO 2014/2015

51 300
27 000
24 300
56 814
45 314
11 500
70 715
19 914
50 801
178 829

30 267
61 503
1 575
9 000
12 126

93 345
9 000
12 126

10 000

10 000

5 475
16 570
3 256
3 594
2 356
500
5 509
1 950
529

5 475
19 826
3 594

10 844
164 210

3 315
2 967
N$

6 282
170 492

N$

20 027

FUNDS FIGURES 2013/2014
45%
40%

FUNDS IN 2013

35%
30%
25%
20%

Tendua 6%

oversea
28%

Extra donation
14%

15%
10%

Wilderness trust
25%

Annual fee
15%

5%

local
25%

0%
Professional sponsorship

Non profit organization

Individual supporter

FUNDS OUT 2013
4%
8%

Research 66%
Conservancies support 10%

12%

Lion ranger 12%
Public awareness 8%

10%

Admin costs 4%

66%

FUNDS IN 2012 COMPARED TO 2013
2012: 89 379N$
57%

40%

28%

32%

36%
7%
Professional sponsor
Individual supporter
Non profit organization

2013: 178 829N$

PARTNERS 2013

PROFESSIONAL
SPONSORS 2013
CATEGORY LION (more than 10 000 N$)

CATEGORY LEOPARD (5 000 to 10 000N$)

CATEGORY CHEETAH (1 500 to 5 000N$)

CATEGORY CARACAL (1 500N$)

THE WAY FORWARD 2014
 Desert Lion Conservation: 2 satellite collars to enhance research and anticipate Human/Lion
conflict
 Desert Elephant Conservation: fuel & car maintenance for field research
 Kwando Carnivore Project
 Lion Ranger Program (salary and equipment)
 Tourist Information Brochures
 Support of Rhino Rangers
 Set up a voluntary traversee fee for overnight in the Hoanib (Sesfontein conservancy) and the
the Huab (Torra conservancy)
 Deliver solar panels to Möwe Bay and Hoanib research station, Wêreldsend and Kwando
Carnivore Project basecamp
 Develop a “Non lethal predator mobile response unit” – a trailer with solar panels, batteries,
electric fence, transistor, LED lights, sound repellent to deter large predators on communal
farms
 Offer reusable water stock and bottles solutions for tourism operators in Namibia in order to
reduce plastic use

 Support MariWise certification for sustainable tourism wildlife activity
 To develop a communication platform about guide’s feedbacks and promote open discussion
between the tourism industry, MET, NGO’s. Provide comprehensive and regular newsletters.
 Distribute “Responsible Travel Sponsor” car stickers for sponsors
 Raise awareness for responsible tourism and work with sponsors
to improve Responsible Travel Guidelines

TOSCO Trust – Reg. No. T86/12
Tel: +264 (0)61 401510 - Cell: +264 (0)81 4535 855
Email: info@tosco.org - Website: tosco.org - PO Box 35025, Pioneers Park, Windhoek, Namibia

THANK YOU FOR CARING
Together we make a difference

Tosco team:
 MARKETING & COMMUNCATION Barbara
081 39 95 113 barbara@tosco.org

 TREASURER Dieter
081 12 94 643 accounts@tosco.org

 CHAIRMAN Felix
081 45 35 855 info@tosco.org

 LION RANGER PURROS Bertus
081 87 19 535 pollenk7@hotmail.com

Contact us to join our team, we need you!

We connect tourism to conservation and local communities
for the benefit of all.

Funded by tourism operations,
TOSCO Trust promotes responsible
travel, supports conservation and
people who live with wildlife on
communal lands.

TOSCO Trust – N°T86/12 - Pobox 35025 Pioneers Park Windhoek NAMIBIA - www.tosco.org

